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Abstract
The concept of moral authority facilitates a deeper understanding of the fluid interconnections that exist between what are seemingly separate spheres of women’s lives. Importantly, moral authority highlights the way in which agency, power, culture and meaning impact on the daily experience of life. This paper examines the gendered notions of moral authority that protect women’s political spaces and identity. For women under colonial rule, the use of moral authority provided not only a sense of personal power but also a method of confronting powerful menfolk and undermining the colonial regime. In exploiting the power that came from being a wife, or a mother, or via links with the spirit world, women confronted those who impinged on their rights and livelihoods. In present-day Kenya, does the use of moral authority contribute to women’s agency and challenge notions of identity?

Introduction
This paper argues that moral authority is an empowering agent interconnecting relational positions, social standing and place. That is, moral authority seems to be incumbent upon the individual’s position within the family, workplace, legal status and place within the community. It encompasses an ability to exercise judgement and entitlements about others lives with which significant relationships are expected. Its fluidity is relational, continuously renegotiated and linked to reputation, which, over time, can be reaffirmed, destroyed and rebuilt.2 The question raised therefore, is how does the power that comes from identity, that is, who you are (ethnicity, married, a daughter or a son, for example), help to maintain and exercise the power associated with those
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identities? Can moral authority and its connections with identity politics promote women’s ability to maintain a livelihood, security and agency? Or is the use of moral authority further entrenching what are understood as cultural norms, which may work to the detriment of women?

Familial obligation under colonial occupation

For women in pre-colonial Kenya, marriage conferred security, social relations, status and class. Within those contexts it brought obligations and rights for both parties. For women, marriage entailed the exclusive protection of her husband from the sexual advances of others. Marriage gave men exclusivity over his wife’s power of fertility. He in turn had obligations towards her wellbeing. If he failed to fulfil them then he risked experiencing the fear of what a women’s sexuality could purportedly unleash, that is barrenness, childlessness and death of one’s lineage. Women’s farming roles, in particular the production of the family food supply, carried with it responsibilities, obligations and an implied degree of independence. That is, women had control over what they produced on the land allocated to them; they were responsible for the planting, harvesting, storage and distribution of its produce. Farming demanded that men meet the expectations due of them as husbands. That is, to provide wives not only with certain goods, land, etc, but importantly, connections into his clan, social status and protection from the spirit world. Moreover, bridewealth payments bound both the husband’s and wife’s families together, supporting each other in times of difficulty and forging new opportunities in times of good fortune.

Marriage obligations for men and women changed during the colonial period with the advent of the production for sale of maize and, over time,
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of the sale of surplus food crops. In the Kikuyu and Luo areas, maize was initially grown on men’s land and sold by them into the government controlled market. Women became increasingly involved in its production, as their allocated land began to be utilized to grow it. Further, male out-migration from the family farm pushed women into working on men’s land to grow this and other cash crops, (English potatoes for example). The sale of maize, and any surplus food crops, paid the hut and poll taxes, something that benefited both men and women, in that neither went to prison for non-payment of these taxes. However, in the context of obligations owed by husbands and wives to each other, the production of maize changed the expectations of both parties.

Maize production changed women’s production from that aimed at consumption, to that for sale. The increasing use of women’s own food crops to pay hut and poll taxes meant that women gained little to no financial return. In this way the implied obligations of husbands and wives radically changed. In the case of hut and poll taxes, women became indirectly responsible for men’s debt obligations as these tax payments were a male duty, bestowed on men by the men of the colonial administration, but ultimately paid for by women’s labour. Cash cropping therefore broke the nexus between mutual obligations concerning labour and mutual care that indigenous marriage contracts
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6 Kenya Colony, Department of Agriculture, *Annual Report, 1934*: 72; and *Annual Report, 1935*: 84. Maize was the principal crop promoted by the colonial administration to indigenous Kenyans. Its production eclipsed all other crops that were promoted, with the exception for a short period, of the production of wattle. Kenya Colony, Department of Agriculture, *Annual Report, 1949*: 14–15.
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assured. Similarly, male out-migration to labour on settler farms, plantations and in the towns, had the effect of removing men’s immediate responsibilities towards their wives’ security in providing, for example, labour for hut construction or for clearing new areas for crop production.9

The production of cash crops of maize, wattle bark and later, coffee had yet another impact. It caused an inflationary rise in bridewealth costs. Maize prices were particularly high during the 1950s, going from Shs 13/- to Shs 28/- per bag by 1954.10 By the end of the 1950s wealth flowed to those men who had appropriated their wives’ land and labour. Women were more valuable than ever before and bridewealth rose accordingly.11 Thus in relation to Kipsigis’ bridewealth:

Bridewealth was less than at present. 1 cow, few sheep and goats instead of the modern average of 6 cattle, 10 sheep, 10 goats. If no sheep or goats, a man had to pay Sh/-1000. In the old days a little beer and food were used at weddings but now there is a great expense of church, [registration] at the District commissioners office and native ceremony, … which takes another Sh/-1000 for food.12

The demand for women’s labour in the production of cash crops and the inflationary rise in bridewealth over the colonial period, tied women more firmly into their marriages. For men this inflated bridewealth tied them to the esteem associated with wealthy men, whether or not they were wealthy. As Mutongi points out, men claimed:

you paid a lot of money because you had to act like a man. You had to show you could take care of a wife, and this responsibility began with paying a good bridewealth. As long as a man understood that he was getting a good, well mannered, educated wife, he did not hesitate to pay.13

Thus, via the payment of bridewealth, men had demonstrated that they had acted like men and they therefore wanted their wives to act like wives. But how were wives supposed to act, particularly given these production transformations coupled with the changes occurring within the marriage process itself?
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9 Driberg, 404–421.
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We know from the colonial record in Kenya that there are numerous examples of women who, in order to protect their interests, openly challenged the power of both the colonial regime and their menfolk via the use of public protest.14 Presley’s work shows that from 1920 onwards there were women who worked in the coffee plantations who organised strikes and harvesting boycotts in an effort to drive up wages and improve conditions.15 In the last three months of 1937, 550 women were prosecuted for not paying the hut taxes, for which they had become responsible.16 In the 1940’s three riots occurred in which women were the main instigators. In 1940 some 500 women rioted against the use of their labour to build terraces and grass areas of eroded land. Again in 1948 and 1949 women stopped soil conservation work altogether and demonstrated outside the District Commissioners office. They were arrested and as the Commissioner reported; “were quickly released by a large crowd of their own sex brandishing sticks and shouting Amazonian war-cries.”17 The women were fined Sh/-10 each.18

The majority of women however, negotiated spaces of power utilising the moral authority that existed within positional relationships. That is, in establishing and/or demanding their rights, women, during the colonial period, like their menfolk, forged alliances with significant people in their communities: fathers, their married sons, co-wives, churches and administrative officers. They relied on the importance of reputation and utilized accepted behavioural practices to make their case. For example, the power and prestige that came from being a married woman gave her implied, or otherwise, entitlements to land, to clothes supplied by her husband and a house in which to live.19 If these things were not supplied then she was reputed to be a mukoma thi, someone who sleeps on the
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ground — a concubine. This was ruinous to her reputation and that of her husband’s family. Women made public their problems by telling uncles, or sons, or their husband’s brothers of their plight. They did this in the hope that the public shaming of men and their failure to shoulder their responsibilities would bring about a change in attitudes, and force wayward husbands or fathers to care and respect their wives or mothers and/or their daughters.

By speaking out, perceptions of women changed from attitudes that demanded deference and obedience by women, to a view of them as radical outcasts who would no longer accept the word of fathers and husbands. Importantly, the willingness of women to publicly voice their discontent in a society that demanded female acquiescence and subservient behaviour, shows that women made use of the moral authority that was inherent in the positions that they held. Married women demanded that their recalcitrant husbands respect them and, if they did not, these men risked female censure and the possible loss of respect from important men within their communities. Women’s councils had the power to enforce female condemnation, for example, by imposing fines on men who had abused their wives and banning co-wives from cooking for intractable husbands. This could have devastating effects on a man’s reputation and restrict his ability to move into the ranks of important men whose role it was to settle disputes within the community, or to negotiate with colonial administrators. He would remain as Peterson notes: “an atereki, a silent, timid man, sitting on the wood heap listening to the deliberations of his peers.” In this context, the public embarrassment of menfolk by women was a powerful tool.

The strategies that women used to negotiate their rights and entitlements with husbands, brothers and sons were sometimes contradictory. Mothers stood by their daughters and utilized the British legal system to take abusive or negligent husbands to court, despite the fact that these same courts often ruled against them. They formed alliances with colonial
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officials to gain compensation from ruthless men who had left them pregnant and supporting single-handedly the children of these failed relationships. Men argued with their elders over inflated bridewealth costs because often the meagre wages they received failed to provide sufficient funds to pay bridewealth for a future wife. These men threatened the power of their elders by eloping and or abducting a wife with no bridewealth payments forthcoming. Runaway wives and girls who received a mission education and may have been forced out of parental households, went to the towns and mission stations as places of refuge. Here they established for themselves a new sense of security and identity which was beyond the control of their close kin.

These changes impacted on the inherent moral authority and obligations that formed important social conventions surrounding marriage and familial relationships. All of these actions challenged generational politics, gender politics and class relations, as well as dealing with the pressures of a new social order brought about by colonial rule. Importantly, underlying these social relations was an attempt to carve out a new social moral order from which a new moral authority could create some political clout and social respect. Such actions were fraught with high risks as a runaway wife could end up in court with her lover, being accused of adultery, and if convicted she could be forcibly removed back to the marital home, ostracised for her behaviour and, if familial misfortune arose, maybe face accusations of witchcraft.

In an effort to create an economic and political space of their own, women contested the domain of familial obligation, that is, they reinvented or demanded that the reciprocal and implied obligations owed by husbands to wives, by in-laws to in-laws, married sons to their mothers and unmarried sisters, or daughters to their fathers and brothers, be upheld. Women insisted on the interdependence and reciprocity of husband and wife relations, of a reaffirmation of the communal good over the importance of individual gain. Women demanded that husbands, brothers and uncles, respected their womenfolk who held together families, food supplies, and households under increasing agricultural disparities and mounting political pressure from the colonial regime itself.

Women pointed out via the use of collective public protest, individual forms of everyday resistance, and public speech, that their menfolk, by their collusion with the colonial regime, had not respected the moral order and had brought about cultural destruction. This was visible to all as clans lost land to settler occupation, bans on cattle raiding, the lack of initiation rites, and bans on female circumcision. Without these things civil society fell apart. So how can the use of moral authority contribute to women’s ability to negotiate and maintain their well-being and economic security in the climate of political uncertainty and economic downturn in Kenya today?

**Agency, opportunity and moral authority today**

For the majority of women in Kenya, agriculture forms the basis of their economic security, as, after 50 years of independence, Kenya remains a predominantly agricultural country, with women constituting 70 percent of the agricultural workforce, providing 80 percent of the labour for food production and 50 percent of the labour for cash crop production. Agriculture accounts for the largest percentage of Kenya’s Gross Domestic Product at 26 percent. Women’s wages are, on average, 58 percent lower than men’s, and women’s literacy rate, at 76 percent, is also lower than men’s 89 percent.

Despite such an important contribution to Kenya’s economic output, women have very insecure property rights in relation to land and little control over management of the land they cultivate. Women hold 1 percent of registered land titles, with around 5–6 percent of titles held in joint names. Land in Kenya is subject to approximately 75 different laws, some of which contradict each other or are subject to particular clan arrangements. For women however, their access to land has not been improved by the existence of statutory land law or land titling, because
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31 World Bank, 2007, 23–24. For example, the Transfer of Property Act, the 1892 Married Women’s Property Act and the Marriage and Divorce Act all impact on land law in Kenya.
the customary practice that marriage always determines women’s land access has remained entrenched, thus limiting women’s opportunities to purchase land outright. Kenyan women are not alone in this. Land ownership and access across Sub-Saharan Africa is predicated on the belief that women’s property allocations are only available to them via marriage and inheritance. The development of land markets which, some have argued, could circumvent customary practices in relation to women’s land access, has really only added another layer of disadvantage to the majority of women who are poor, cash strapped and yet rely on land for their livelihoods. Given this situation, the use of the moral authority inherent within the marriage contract may well be a useful strategy available to married women in pursuing their livelihoods.

Marriage is also central to the distribution of resources at household, local, rural, urban and national levels. In Kenya, the effect of women generating more income than their menfolk, coupled with declining income-generating opportunities for men due to a contracting formal economy and the retreat of state involvement in the agricultural sector, has sharpened the perceptions of appropriate gender behaviour, intensifying the connections between identity, lineage, wealth and livelihoods. Heyer’s examination of the position of single mothers reveals some of the complexity:

Single mothers are referred to as ‘housebreakers.’ As girlfriends they break up men’s marriages, siphoning off men’s wealth for their own nyumbas (households) rather than those of the men themselves. Furthermore, as sisters they not only fail to bring in bridewealth which their brothers may then use to get married, they are also now in competition with their brothers over the resources of the clan.
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36 Amrik Heyer, “Nowadays they can even kill you for that which they feel is theirs,”
Here conflicts attributed to women who do not marry deny men the stability of legitimacy and wealth brought to them only via marriage. Unmarried women, who are involved in trade and are able to bring an income into the households of their parents, assert a new kind of claim for control over that household. Independent single women, or married women who are the main bread-winners with absent husbands, unlike their mothers and grandmothers, are not under the control of the father, husband or clan. Their labour contributes to the wealth of their own households and not necessarily to male lineages or the wider clan. These women, then, violate male constructions of the household, defy accepted understandings of behavioural norms and question accepted social constructions of what constitutes a wife, or family, or indeed womanhood itself.  

Conclusion

Methods used by the colonial administration to co-opt men into the colonial economy through labour migration, cash cropping, and in particular maize production, changed the nature of mutual obligations and moral authority between men and women. The gendered division of labour existing in colonial Kenya was not simply a way of organising labour for family food production or commercial cropping. It was integral to the exercise of power within communities. Familial position, social status and class all confer a sense of personal identity, security, solidarity and moral authority. Importantly, such societal positions absolve one from certain expectations and give rise to others, which are seen as innate to that particular gendered role, position or status. As the colonial period progressed, the Kikuyu, and Luo, questioned who they were: men sowing and digging on settler farms or carrying head-loads, were like women. Women demanding a choice of husband or leaving husbands to live in the towns, or earning money for themselves, who were they? What threat were these new roles to the stability of family life and the moral authority that underpinned the identity of a woman or a man?

Women in colonial Kenya not only made use of accepted social dispute mechanisms, such as women’s councils, but combined them with new opportunities, particularly the establishment of English law, to voice their


opinions and call their menfolk to account. By such actions as public shaming, women held up a mirror showing their husbands, male elders, and brothers and sons that male co-option into the colonial enterprise was culturally destructive and in turn that they had been cast adrift by the power that women’s moral authority bestowed.

In modern day Kenya, marriage and agriculture remain central to the majority of women’s lives and similarly to the colonial period, economic uncertainty and social change influence expressions of moral right and authority. In a household being a mother or husband, for example, grants one more entitlements than being an unmarried son or daughter. Importantly, such positions deliver the power to decide such things as marriage privileges or inheritance entitlements. Thus today, whether or not a woman in Kenya obtains access to land depends not only on statutory laws that give her that right, but on being a wife, and on the relationships she utilises that help reinforce her moral authority. Land security and economic stability, then, are linked to the identities bound up in familial relationships and the ability to negotiate the political spaces found within them. When identities change so too does the accompanying power of moral authority. When women become the main bread-winners within a household, it brings into sharp relief the moral authority that the position holds. From such spaces women can forcefully argue for their rights to land access, call on husbands to fulfil their duties and perhaps bring about a cultural shift that no longer perceives women as demur minors under the control of their male counterparts.
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